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“We Can Do This at Our School!” Placebased Education, Literacy, & Learning
by Erica R. Hamilton, Janet Staal, and Jessica Vander Ark
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Erica R. Hamilton
In the early 1990s, the Orion Society coined the term
“place-based education” (PBE) (Sobel, 2004). As a
pedagogy, PBE is designed to facilitate and connect
learners’ understandings of natural and social systems,
including the processes and outcomes essential to the
health and well-being of all living things (Gruenwald
& Smith, 2010). As Demarest (2015) explains, PBE is
“local learning” that positions learners as problem-solvers, researchers, and meaning-makers. Through PBE,
teachers learn to use their local places such as playgrounds, neighborhoods, parks, streams, forests, and
urban centers as contexts to make connections and
facilitate learning (Gruenewald, 2003a; 2003b).
Additionally, PBE-based teaching and learning
includes traditional classroom-based and nature-based
texts (Donovan, 2016). When teachers use PBE to
support and expand students’ literacy and learning
they are better equipped to notice and use texts
that exist in the places where students learn and live
(Barratt & Hacking, 2011; Demarest, 2015). PBE
empowers teachers and students to study and read the
world (in a Freirean sense of social justice, as well as
in a scientific literacy sense as well), integrate knowledge across disciplines, write for authentic purposes
and audiences, create and share narratives connected
to local places, and engage in research. As a result,
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students learn to see their communities as part of
their classrooms.
For students, another important component of PBE
is sharing what they’ve learned with the goal of helping themselves and others care well for their local
communities and environment (Vander Ark, Liebtag,
& McClennen, 2020). Through PBE, students also
use critical thinking and analytical skills to identify
and communicate findings and solutions with public
audiences, generating and sharing letters, presentations,
posters, websites, emails, short videos, photographs,
and articles.

Groundswell
The Great Lakes Stewardship Initiative Network (GLSI)
supports seven regional hubs throughout Michigan.
One hub is the Groundswell program, housed in Grand
Valley State University’s College of Education in Grand
Rapids, Michigan. A supporter of PBE, Groundswell
works with more than 30 West Michigan schools annually, including K-12 public, private, charter, magnet,
faith-based, and Montessori schools. Because teachers
are encouraged to form PBE project teams, most years
there are 75-100 teachers involved in projects during
the course of the school year, and these educators work
with approximately 3,000 students annually.
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To support local PBE efforts, each year Groundswell
provides free teacher professional development, grants
(up to $1,000), and partners teachers and students
with local experts. Based on research connected to the
Groundswell program, PBE positively impacts teaching
and learning as well as local communities (e.g., Hamilton, Pawelka, Morrow, & Markini-Polk, accepted;
Hamilton, Pawelka, Blackall, & Markini-Polk, 2018).

One School’s Story
Part of the Grand Rapids, Michigan, community for
more than 130 years, West Side Christian School
(WSCS) is a PK-8th grade school that has partnered
with Groundswell for the past three years. Like other
schools, WSCS’s school grounds presented powerful
learning experiences just waiting to be explored. Yet, for
many years the school grounds and nearby natural areas
remained underutilized.
As WSCS teachers learned about and integrated PBE
into their curriculum, students started experiencing the
benefits of taking their learning outdoors and into their
local community. This also led to expanding students’
literacy practices and increasing their access to diverse
“texts” (e.g., plants, animals, insects, field guides, terrain, buildings), again in a sense of building scientific
literacy and examining their world in productive ways.
Based on WSCS assessment data, expanding learning to
include outdoor opportunities both increased students’
motivation and interest in learning as well as their
understanding of content. From our observations, there
has also been an increase in students’ written and oral
vocabulary.
School Garden
One example can be found in WSCS’s community
garden (Figure 1), located on the school grounds and
maintained by students, teachers, and parent/guardian
volunteers.
This garden serves to support middle school students’
mathematical understanding of area, volume, and profit
per-square-inch. It also supports lower elementary students’ writing and vocabulary development. For example, first graders utilize the garden to develop writing

Figure 1. WSCS School Garden in spring
(Photograph by Janet Staal)
skills as they formulate written texts that document
their garden harvest experiences. Teachers use nonfiction and fiction books to support students’ vocabulary
development and reading comprehension related to
their garden experiences (Figure 2).

Figure 2. WSCS students studying outdoors next
to their school garden in fall
(Photograph by Janet Staal)
First graders also apply social studies concepts of producers and consumers. Produce from the garden is sold
in the school’s entry way and some is also donated to a
local food pantry in the community (Figure 3).
Fourth graders complete soil studies, including studying and comparing the soil from the school’s garden
with other areas of the school grounds. During
COVID-19, these same students engaged in an
extension of their soil study. With a parent/guardian’s
permission, they dug up and studied two separate soil
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adaptations, students created informative posters and
presented findings about these historic Michigan ecosystems to parents, guardians, and community.

Figure 3. WSCS School Garden Table, located in
the school’s entry way
(Photograph by Erica Hamilton)
samples near their home. Fourth graders also use a
rolling hill on the school’s property to study the laws
of physics. In contrast to only using ramps or humanmade devices to study the laws of motion, local, accessible natural areas enable students to better understand
the implications of these laws and how they impact
both built and natural environments.
Meadows and Monarchs
Something amazing happens when teachers combine
standards with PBE. These explorations and investigations give reading and writing new purpose, including
authentic audiences. For instance, during the WSCS
third graders’ exploration of biodiversity at a nearby
nature center they compared findings to their school
grounds. One of the engaging aspects for students was
learning about the people who once walked the same
land students use now. Nature center staff provided a
visual and historical perspective of familiar landscapes
and streams in the community. Through PBE, these
students realized that over time their community’s
ecosystems changed.
These outdoor explorations fueled third grade students’
curiosity to locate and read additional non-fiction texts
to learn more about their community and the ecosystem changes. Using various non-fiction reading strategies, they came to know and love the historic meadow
plant and animal species once prevalent in their area.
Drawing on their new and expanding understanding
of meadows, including their structures, functions, and
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One morning during their “Book a Day” time, students
read Henry Cole’s On Meadowview Street (2007). Connecting this text to their previous experiences studying
meadows and ecosystems, third grade students had an
“aha!” moment. One student exclaimed, “We can do
this at our school. We can change the world by giving
more space for animals to live — a habitat!” Thanks
to grant funds and community partner support provided by Groundswell, these third graders and the two
teachers utilized PBE to implement a positive change.
Students began making natural connections to their
previous reading of nonfiction texts about meadow
habitats supported their written and verbal communications skills.
Working with a Groundswell consultant, who is also
a licensed landscape architect, as well as their school’s
grounds personnel, the third grade teacher and students
identified an area on their school grounds that could
be converted into a meadow habitat. They collaboratively planned and installed this meadow, which would
become home to monarchs, frogs, varieties of insects,
and more (Figure 4).

Figure 4. WSCS third graders planting native
plants to begin cultivating a small meadow area
on their school grounds in spring
(Photograph by Janet Staal)
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Today this meadow serves as a waystation for monarch butterflies, provides students with various texts
(e.g., insects, plants, soil, animals, etc.), demonstrates
evidence of seasonal and weather changes, and supports
interdisciplinary curricular applications across grade
levels and content areas (Figure 5).

Figure 5. WWSCS meadow area and monarch
waystation on their school grounds in summer
(Photograph by Janet Staal)
Literacy and PBE
Rather than looking at pictures or watching short
videos featuring outdoor locations, WCSC students
regularly go outside to study and capture natural phenomena, including through writing (Figures 6 and 7).

Figure 6. “Sit Spot” report template for 2nd grade
outdoor writing
(Created by Janet Staal and Ellen Koster)

For example, during an outdoor writing observation
experience, a second grader noticed a bird. In his writing journal, he captured his observations in the form
of words and lists. As he walked back inside he verbally
shared some “noticings” with his peers and teacher,
including the name of the bird he observed (i.e., a
Downy Woodpecker). Using his initial observations as
well as his knowledge of local living things, this student
successfully formulated ideas and using the writing
process developed a written response (Figure 8).
This student’s writing describes what he saw and
includes a prediction about the upcoming season. “I
saw a Downy Woodpecker from branche to branche[,]
from tree to tree. My favorite thing was seeing the
Downy Woodpecker. In the spring I think there will be

Figure 7. WSCS students in an outdoor writing
experience
(Photograph by Janet Staal)
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no ice.” Extending the classroom to include the outdoors demonstrates how PBE extends students’ access
to text and supports their curiosity, wonder, learning,
vocabulary acquisition, and writing.
There are many ways WSCS teachers connect PBE with
WSCS’s school grounds to support students’ interdisciplinary learning and literacy development (Table 1).

Figure 8. Second grader’s developed written response and illustration
(Photograph by Janet Staal, used with permission
of student and parent)

Now a part of their school’s culture, WCSC elementary
teachers regularly take students outdoors throughout
the school year to engage and extend students’ learning. When they do this, students can better understand
their community and its needs, extend their curricular
understanding, and engage in various literacy practices
(i.e., scientific observations, reading field guides, creative
and/or informational writing, mapping, physical and/or
digital collections of data and/or phenomena, etc.).

Table 1
WSCS PBE Curricular Connections, Explorations, Investigations
(Created by Erica Hamilton, Janet Staal, and Jessica Vander Ark)
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PBE in Your Schoolyard
and Community
For various reasons, it is often not feasible for teachers
and students to travel beyond their school grounds
or local community. However, what is happening at
WSCS is possible in every school. As WSCS teachers’
and students’ experiences make clear, utilizing PBE and

expanding learning spaces to include the outdoors supports students’ literacy development, learning, exploration, and creativity.
In fact, PBE is thriving in urban, suburban, and
rural school settings, where teachers and students are
engaged in literacy-based explorations and investigations across grade levels and content areas (Table 2).

Table 2
Selected Groundswell-Supported PBE School Explorations and Investigations
(Created by Erica Hamilton, Janet Staal, and Jessica Vander Ark)
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Next Steps

References

For educators interested in PBE, including how to
integrate it into existing curriculum and connecting
students’ learning to their school grounds and local
community, we suggest the following:
1. Explore your school’s yard/grounds. What’s readily available? Take an inventory of resources (e.g.,
trees, landscapes, habitats, animals and insects,
plants, buildings, paths, parking lots, equipment,
etc.). Connect resources to curriculum and/or
learning outcomes.
2. Collaborate with colleagues. How can I build a
team? Connect with colleagues to build support
for PBE. Partner with additional school personnel
(e.g., administrators, groundskeepers, maintenance,
etc.). Plan and facilitate PBE-based teaching and
learning experiences.
3. Connect with local organizations and nonprofits. Who has the knowledge we need? Reach out
to environmental organizations, nature centers,
zoos, cultural centers, local parks and recreation
departments, as well as others. Ask them to identify
specific community issues students can learn about
and address.
4. Learn with students. Do I have to be an expert?
PBE doesn’t mean the teacher has all the answers.
The best place to start can be exploring and investigating a question about a local phenomenon
or issue on your school’s property or in the local
community.

Conclusion
In closing, PBE provides teachers and students opportunities to directly tie questions and learning to places
they are most familiar with, namely their local school
and community. PBE empowers teachers and students
to study and read the world, integrate knowledge across
disciplines, write for authentic purposes and audiences,
create and share narratives connected to local places,
and engage in and share research. As a result, students’
excitement for learning grows as they see their school
grounds and community as an extension of their classrooms, with access to more texts, learning, and opportunities for positive impacts.
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